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October Luncheon Speaker
Manfred Sternbert
President, CEO
Zebec Data Systems, Inc.
Manfred Sternberg is a seasoned entrepreneur who has
founded and also been involved as General Counsel in a number of
successful business ventures. Manfred is Board Certified in Consumer and Commercial law and has been licensed to practice law
in Texas and Louisiana for the last 25 years. Most recently, Manfred
founded and operated Bluegate Corporation, a publicly traded
healthcare information technology firm based in Houston, with clients like Memorial Herman, Northwestern in Chicago and Texas
Children’s Hospital. Under Manfred’s leadership, Bluegate received
the Houston Business Journal’s prestigious Fast Tech 50 award five
years in a row.
Several years ago, Manfred received an appointment by
Governor Perry to be the Chairman of the public/private
partnership Texas Health Services Authority, created by the last
Texas legislature in House Bill 1066. The Authority is charged with
becoming the catalyst for health information exchange in Texas and
will be the recipient of ARRA stimulus dollars for the planning and
development of a health information exchange throughout the
State of Texas.
Manfred has also founded and is Chairman of iHealth Trust, a
501(c)3 nonprofit corporation based in Houston, whose mission is
to become the transparent, neutral, non-stakeholder, nongovernmental information broker for the local healthcare market.
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From the President’s Desk
by Craig Splawn
I had lunch with one of my clients earlier this week, and it was the day that
we woke up to temperatures in the low to mid 60’s. We were sitting outside on the
patio and just enjoying the change in the weather and realizing that colder weather
would hopefully be here sooner than later. Deer season opens in one month and I just have a hard
time hunting deer in 80 degree weather. So, bring on the change!
Here comes the segue!
I hope this finds all of us with that same spirit for our futures in this industry, as it will surely
change, even with or without a change in the White House. I am fortunate in that I am also a financial advisor and hold a property and casualty license, so I do have other income producing opportunities; however, I still believe that the group and individual health insurance markets is going to
continue to be the best industry to provide for both my clients and my family. As I am sure all of
you are, I am currently taking advantage of every opportunity to help my clients understand and appreciate all that I currently do for them and advise them of more ways that I can be of service. I
urge all of you to foster relationships with others affiliated with our industry who can help you become more valuable to your clients. Also, continue to educate yourself on how you can position
yourself to take advantage of the changes that will come along with the building of the exchanges.
I would like to thank AFLAC, Dental Select, HR & P, Humana, and United Healthcare for being our major sponsors for our symposium last month. In addition, thank you to our exhibitors for
their participation as we could not have brought together our speakers—Marcy Buckner, Kelly
Fristoe and Lee Manross, and our CE presenters, Eric Johnson and Steve Jacobs - without the participation of our exhibitors. A big thank you goes out to Mark Bellman, our Symposium master of
ceremonies, for the great job that he did for us. But, most of all, I truly hope that those that participated in the Symposium felt that they received “value” for their participation and look forward to
next year’s event.
I would also like to let you all know that later in the month several of your board members
will be traveling to Dallas for the quarterly TAHU board meetings. One of the topics of discussion
will be the hiring of a new public relations firm to promote us to both the media and to our legislators. I look forward to informing you of the outcome of these discussions. In addition, your HUPAC
will be working for you, as Marty Budinsky and I will have the opportunity to meet with US Senator
Pete Olson and deliver him a $3000 check from our political action committee for his efforts in supporting “ our role as the agent.”
In closing, I ask each of you to speak to your board members and let them know your ideas on
how we can improve our events, attract new members and continue to bring value to our members
and clients. Go out and make it a good day, and I hope to see you at the luncheon on the 16th.
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Membership Notes
Welcome New Members:
First Name

Last Name

Company

Sponsor

Jeffrey

Barry

Barry Insurance Group

Kevin Roblyer

Jennifer

Buzbee

USI

Rebecca D. Clark

Alicia

Cannon

Flex Corp, a BPAS company

William Craig Splawn

Shanta

Dronamraju

Benefits Solution

Leticia Neri

Stephen

Holmes

Humana

Tom Cottar

Jessica

Myers

Bashaw & Atherton

Don Atherton

Donna

Vogler

North America Dental Plans, Inc.

Kevin Roblyer

Happy Anniversary to the following Members:
First
Name

Last Name

Suffix

Company

Join Date

Sponsor

Brock

Bruce

First Continental Life & Accident Ins.
Co

9/23/2009

Mark Imming

Steve

Buss

BCBS of Texas - Small Market Sales

9/26/2007

Patricia A. Martin

Harry

Chapman

Chapman Schewe, Inc.

Ralph

Coatsworth

Mike

9/1/1992

Marty Bunce

Humana

9/29/2006

Sara K Tinnin

Cutaia

AFLAC

9/15/2010

Sarah Kramer

Peter

Doyle

Peter Lee Doyle

9/10/2010

Danielle Kunkle

Bart

Frames

Humana

9/4/2008

Susan F. Burdette

Connie

Garza

UHC

9/2/2011

Megan C. Miller

Eric

Johnson

Benefit Concepts

9/16/2009

Lance

Jones

Community Health Choice

9/15/2010

Melanie L. Rogers

Todd

Lewis

American General

9/15/2010

Michelle Marsh

Daisy

Morales

Community HealthChoice

9/20/2007

George Kopczynski Jr.

Betsy

Peterson

Colonial Life

9/10/1993

Nancy Lapham

Michael

Roosth

HealthCare Consultants, Inc.

9/13/2007

David A. Neider

Eric

Trevino

CIGNA / Great-West Healthcare

9/24/2009

Sylvia Miller

Darrell

Wolfe

3 Mark Financial

9/21/2011

Peter Lee Doyle

IV
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What Your LTC Advisory Group is Up To
by Honey Leveen,

NAHU’s LTC Advisory Group, which I am honored to serve on, has had regular conference calls for the past
year or so.
In my opinion, our committee is comprised of NAHU’s best, brightest, and most powerful LTCi industry
leaders: http://www.nahu.org/about/committee.cfm
Our calls are devoted to discussion of how NAHU can best influence national LTC policy and promote
NAHU’s LTC advocacy, found at http://www.nahu.org/legislative/index.cfm.
I am working in a sub-committee, along with two other LTCi specialists, Sally Leimbach and Tobe Gerard,
plus Janet Trautwein, NAHU Executive Vice-President and CEO, to publish NAHU’s first advisor-focused
LTCi newsletter. Now that passage of healthcare reform has been upheld, NAHU is more concerned than
ever with helping NAHU constituents acquire the learning curve and confidence needed to increase sales of
LTCi.
The following is a pending excerpt from our upcoming newsletter by John Greene, NAHU VP of Congressional Affairs. It shines more light on our committee’s current activities and goals.
“NAHU is recognized on Capitol Hill for expertise on Long Term Care Insurance matters. An example of
past legislative success occurred when NAHU spearheaded the LTC Partnership provision that was a part of
The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005.
NAHU actively opposed the CLASS Act which was incorporated into PPACA. The CLASS Act seems to be
permanently stalled, but has not been repealed. NAHU does support efforts for that repeal, as the Act as
currently constructed is not economically sound.
Currently, NAHU has been educating Capitol Hill offices on alternative solutions including allowing Section
125 plans to include LTCi for pre-tax purchase. However, with Section 125 Plan maximums being reduced
to $2500 annually under PPACA, NAHU is considering a push for the ability to pay for LTCi premiums from
401(k) and 403(b) accounts. This could be more acceptable to Congress, as it may have a lower impact on
“scoring” and be available to more Americans.
NAHU feels it is critical to engage workers into Long Term Care planning while they are still in the workforce. Congress has not allowed enough incentives to push this, viable for many, private market solution. NAHU will continue with the next Congress to have all understand that every LTC benefit dollar paid
by insurance saves a dollar for someone who is truly needy. And that legislation needs to encourage Americans, with a clear message and tax incentives, that they must plan to take care of themselves.
NAHU strives through ongoing educating of members of Congress, to have Congress enable attractive market based solutions for the serious problem of Long Term Care that increasingly threatens quality of life of
American society.”
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Your Ad Could Be Here!!
Contact Crystal Hoffman
281-491-6565 or 713-253-4975

crystal@hoffmanig.com
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Calendar of Events

October
HAHU Board Meeting

5433 Westheimer*

9

4:00 PM

16

7:30-4:40 HAHU Luncheon

The Hess Club***

13

4:00 PM

5433 Westheimer*

20

12:00 PM HAHU Luncheon

November
HAHU Board Meeting

The Hess Club***

December
11

TBA

HAHU Board Meeting

11

6:30 PM HOLIDAY BASH

18

12:00 PM HAHU Luncheon

TBA
Maggiano’s
2019 Post Oak Blvd.
The Hess Club***

*5433 Westheimer, Suite 740, Houston, TX 77056
*** The Hess Club, 5430 Westheimer, Houston, TX 77056
Register for any of these events at www.HAHU.org !
* All members are welcome to attend. Please check with Kathi Sandler regarding last minute changes to dates, times or location.

Lunch Sponsorship is a great way to

“Show Your Stuff”
to the largest chapter in the country.

Lunch Sponsorship Package: Includes strategically located table to display your
literature, a 3-5 minute commercial during the luncheon, one lunch, an opportunity to offer a door prize, a newsletter stuffer AND a banner on the new
HAHU Website!

All of this for only $300!
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Are Any of Your TPA’s Operations
Internationally Based?
by Sadie Hooker
Some 401(k) TPA firms have an internationally based subsidiary or outsource to international outsourcing
firms. As the economy becomes more and more global, this should not be surprising. A variety of professional services, including accounting and legal services, are increasingly being outsourced abroad. International outsourcing is a trend that is likely to continue. Some employers may prefer to work with a firm
that only has US operations. But all employers will want to make sure that they understand how and
where services are being delivered.
Questions that a plan sponsor will want to ask a 401(k) TPA that has an internationally based subsidiary
or uses an international outsourcing firms include the following:


Is the use of international providers fully disclosed at the beginning of the engagement and as services
are provided each year?



Are the international operations a wholly owned or an outsourcing firm?



Where are the international operations located?



What are the contingency plans for political instability?



How are differences in time-zone handled?



What work is done domestically, and what work is done internationally?



Is our day-to-day contact US based or internationally based?



What steps are taken to protect the confidentiality of our employee records and company data?



What type of due diligence does the 401(k) TPA do on international operations and outsourcing firms?



How are international staff trained and kept-up-to date?



Are outsourced firms US based or international based? If international basis, what recourse does the
plan sponsor have if there is an issue?

•

How does the work being performed internationally affect pricing?
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October Luncheon Menu

Tossed Salad
Pesto Chicken
Served with Roasted Potatoes
and Steamed Vegetable (gluten free)
Or
Roasted Pork Loin
With Parsley New Potatoes and
Green Bean Almandine
Dessert – Carrot Cake
Coffee & Tea

Classifieds
HAHU posts – at no charge to members – job opportunities for our members on the HAHU
website, www.hahu.org. Under ‘Resources,’ click on “Classifieds.” Ads are initially run for
three weeks, but can be extended, so the ads should be current. We hope that all members
needing employees will post their ads here, knowing that the applicants, as HAHU members,
will be the cream of the crop. And members looking for a new position don’t have to rely on
word of mouth or Internet postings, local newspaper classifieds, etc. Check it out!
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September Symposium Photos

Craig Splawn, HAHU President and Terry Bodkin-Agris,
Award Chair at Dinner for Speakers

Lee Manross, speaker and registered Lobbyist
for TAHU

Marty Budinsky, Fed Lege, Sarah Kramer, Membership and Kelly
Fristoe, TAHUPAC and HUPAC Contributor at Speaker’s Dinner
Mary Larson, Humana Platinum
Event Sponsor

Tom Cottar, HAHU Board, State Lege
and Political Action Chair
Mark Bellman, President-Elect of TAHU and Marcy
Buckner, Director of State Affairs for NAHU
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September Symposium Photos

Kerry Kolb, HAHU Board Technology Chair and
Event Sponsor

Eric Johnson, owner of ComedyCE, conducting CE
course on Medicare

Right, Fred
Bickner,
Getting a
Flu Shot

Donna Maverick, HR&P Platinum Event Sponsor

Right,
Denise
Karas
Showing
off her
Texas
TwoStepping
Boots

Symposium Attendees, during break
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September Symposium Recap
by Jo Middleton

Houston's annual symposium was held at the Crowne Plaza hotel in
Brookhollow on September 20th. Our theme this year was “Texas Two Stepping around Healthcare Reform.” Symposium participants showed up in their
western attire for a boot scooting good time and to learn more about how our roles may change in light
of Healthcare reform.
First, let me say a big thank you to Aflac ,our event sponsor for the third year in a row. Our Platinum Sponsors this year were, Dental Select, HR&P, Humana and United Healthcare. Without the generosity of these companies, and that of our exhibitors, we would be unable to offer you, our membership, these events. Please show them your appreciation by thanking them and their representatives,
and giving them the opportunity to do business with you.
After registration and breakfast with our exhibitors, Craig Splawn, our President, welcomed everyone and introduced our MC for the day, Mr. Mark Bellman (current TAHU President Elect). Mark gave
us a quick run through the day's agenda, which included 3 guest speakers, four hours of Continuing
Education credits, as well as several opportunities to visit with our sponsoring exhibitors.
First up was Eric Johnson, (co-founder of Comedy CE) who gave us two hours of Ethics CE
“Finally a fun Ethics Class" (C# 83903). Eric kept everyone entertained as we worked in groups to answer some challenging ethics questions. The participation was lively and definitely posed some probing
and often challenging questions and situations. We were definitely a room of ethical agents, although
we didn't always agree on the answers to the questions.
During the Symposium we voted on some proposed by-law changes for our local chapter. These
changes were necessary to bring our local by-laws in line with those of the national association. They
were minor verbiage changes, and the motion to adopt passed unanimously.
Our first guest speaker was Marcy Buckner, NAHU Director of State Affairs. Marcy shared some
news from the Hill and reviewed the recent SCOTUS decision. Marcy shared that the estimate to have
repealed the individual mandate to be around 133 billion.
The original Affordable Care Act was 2700 pages. So far to date, we are at around 27,000
pages, with the rules needed to enact the provisions that have already gone into effect; keep in mind
that the most major parts of the law are not enacted until 2014. The general consensus on the Hill is
that REPEAL is not likely, instead Politicians will need to work together to replace certain parts of the
law.
On the day of Symposium, the House was voting on HR 1206. the bill that introduced to exclude
agent commissions from the minimum loss ratio (MLR) calculation. NAHU has worked tirelessly on our
behalf to get co-sponsors on this bill. Our goal was 218 co-sponsors; with all of us making calls and
talking to our representatives about the role of the agent, we were able to get 220 co-sponsors. During
lunch, Marcy received the text we were all waiting for.... the floor vote..... the bill passed 26-14. So now
it moves on to the Senate.
There is much discussion about the exchanges required in the Affordable Care Act. We will
have State run exchanges, and exchanges run by the State and Federal government together. The
blueprint for these exchanges is due to HHS by November 16th, and the Exchanges must up and operational by October 2013. Agents will be able to sell inside the exchanges, but the compensation level
is not yet known. The compensation will be set by the carriers operating inside the exchanges. Marcy
covered so much more about essential benefits, navigators, how Medicaid expansion might affect the
states, MLR rebates, etc., I can't begin to cover all of it. If you missed Symposium, you missed a lot of
good information
(continued on next page)
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Symposium Recap, cont’d.
During a great barbecue lunch Kelly Fristoe. our own TAHU President, talked to us about the
goals of the Texas chapter of our Association. He referenced Steven Covey's principle "begin with the
end in mind." He talked about how important our membership is and how we can make a difference.
Kelly highlighted the two big events that TAHU offers each year - The Day at the Capitol in Austin
(January 22nd) and the State Convention (May 2-3) in Fort Worth.
Day at the Capitol this year will be hosted in conjunction with NAIFA, and together we will be
meeting with our representatives in Austin. This is our opportunity to get our voices heard, to educate
them on how healthcare reform is affecting us and our clients, their constituents. There is power in
numbers, and working together with NAIFA this year will ensure we have a bigger impact. Put this
date on your calendars now and get involved; this is a great opportunity. The State Convention this
year is the 25th annual, so you know it will be bigger and better than ever. Fort Worth is where we
held our first convention, so how appropriate that the Silver Anniversary convention should be held
there too!!
Kelly said that at with all we have facing us this year we needed to decide "if we would be one of the
ones pulling the wagon, versus one of the ones sitting in the wagon." We need "the right people, in
the right seat, on the right bus, going in the right direction."
After lunch, Lee Manross, TAHU’s lobbyist, talked about how the proposed expansion of Medicaid would impact our State. Expanding Medicaid to 133% of the poverty level would increase the expenditure on Medicaid to 31% of the State budget. (We currently spend about 25% on Medicaid). The
more we spend on Medicaid, the less we have to spend on other areas like education, infrastructure
etc. Based on current Medicaid enrollment, the State is $4.4 billion underfunded. Lee also discussed
selling health insurance across state lines, as well as the tax law changes we will experience as a result of healthcare reform.
Our very own Federal and State legislative chairs, Tom Cottar and Marty Budinsky (also
known as Spanky 1 and Spanky 2), gave us a presentation on HUPAC and TAHUPAC. Contributing
to these PACs is our best way to lend our support to the efforts of our Association on our behalf. Did
you know that a PAC needs around million dollars in order to be have credibility and visibility? While
we are making our voice heard in Washington, all of us contributing to the PACs can have the biggest
impact. Often people ask what this Association is doing for us; I ask you what are you doing for this
Association? Janet Trautwein and her team in Washington are working daily to preserve our roles in
this industry so that we can protect the consumer. They need our help.
Our afternoon CE, "Medicare for the Small Group Agent" C#84446, presented by Eric Johnson, helped many agents understand some Medicare basics. He also reviewed how Medicare beneficiaries have many choices to make, especially if they continue to work after age 65. Medicare is complicated; the takeaway from this CE was if you don't sell Medicare products regularly, perhaps you
should partner with an agent that specializes in the Medicare market.
The last CE of the day , "Healthcare 2020" C# 87412, presented by Steve Jacob, was an interesting look on how our expectations for healthcare have changed over the years and the cost of the
care we expect to receive. Steve tells us that by 2020, it is likely the uninsured in Texas will grow to
50%, patients may wait 90 days for appointments as we will experience a shortage of doctors in both
the Primary Care and Specialist practices. Forty-five percent of medical students we educate here in
Texas leave this state after their studies to perform their residency; most of those that leave do not
return to Texas to practice. We currently have 68 primary care physicians per 100,000 of the population, and the average age of those primary care physicians is around 50-60.
Much of the cost of our healthcare is spent on treating chronic diseases. Steve shared with us
that 80% of chronic conditions are preventable. If you want to learn more about the fascinating studies that Steve shared with us you can check out his book, "Healthcare in 2020," available on Amazon.com.
As you can tell, the day was action packed, and the feedback from participants has been tremendous . I'll close by saying a big thank you to the volunteers that worked so hard to ensure the
success of the day: Dirk Blankenship, Crystal Hoffman, Tom Cottar, Stacey Bevil, Jeff Bacot and Pat
Martin.
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